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QUESTION: 46
A Guardium administrator needs to monitor changes to the Oracle configuration file
on a production Oracle database server. Assuming all valid licenses are applied,
which Guardium component does the administrator need to install and where?

A. Guardium Installation Manager (GIM) on the Database Server
B. Configuration Auditing System (CAS) on the Database Server.
C. Configuration Auditing System (CAS) on the Guardium Collector.
D. Configuration Auditing System (CAS) on the Database Server and on the
Guardium Collector.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 47
Which port must be open for encrypted communication between UNIX S-TAP and
Collector?

A. 9500
B. 16016
C. 16017
D. 16018

Answer: D

QUESTION: 48
AGuardium administrator needs to upgrade BUNDLE-STAP on a Linux server to
the latest version using GIM. What parameter should the administrator set to ensure
the upgrade will not require a reboot of the server?

A. KTAP_ENABLED=1
B. KTAP_NO_ROLLBACK=1
C. KTAP_LIVE_UPDATE=Y
D. KTAP_ALLOW_MODULE_COMBOS=Y

Answer: C

QUESTION: 49
The guard_tap.ini of a UNIX S-TAP is configured with the following parameters:

The collector that this S-TAP is sending data to has become unavailable and there is
no failover option configured. A Guardium administrator must communicate the
impact of this outage to users of the monitored database.
What should the administrator advise is the expected behavior for a database
session?

A. The session will not experience any latency or termination.
B. No SQL can be executed and after 10 seconds the session will be terminated.
C. in the first 10 seconds of the session SQL can be executed, then the session is
terminated.
D. in the first 10 seconds of the session no SQL can be executed, then the session
will work as normal.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 50
An administrator previously had an issue with a Guardium system. This was
resolved with the assistance from the IBM Guardium support team, who provided
the shell script, a CLI command and the encrypted key to execute the uploaded shell
script. Which CLI command should the administrator use to review the commands
that were previously run?

A. fjieserver
B. support execute showlog
C. show log external state
D. support must_gather system_db_info

Answer: B

QUESTION: 51
A Guardium administrator is preparing commands to install or upgrade an S-TAP
using the command line method. Which operating system can use the
ktap_allow_module_combos parameter for the installation and upgrade?

A. AIX
B. Linux
C. Solaris
D. HP-UX

Answer: B

QUESTION: 52
A Guardium administrator plans to use the Guardium Installation Manager (GIM)
to install and upgrade agents. Where should the administrator manually install the
GIM client for the first time?

A. Collector
B. Aggregator
C. Database server
D. Central Manager

Answer: C

QUESTION: 53
During a Guardium deployment planning meeting, a database administrator
indicated that the mission critical databases were clustered. How should the
Guardium administrator handle S-TAP installation and configuration with respect to
clustered databases?

A. Install S-TAP agents on all active nodes. Set ALL_CAN_CONTROL=1 to
failover the S- TAP process to the passive nodes when a database failover occurs.
B. install S-TAP agents on all active nodes Set WAIT_FOR_DB_EXEC=-1 to set
the agent process to failover to the passive node when a database failover occurs.
C. Install S-TAP agents on all active and passive nodes. Set
ALL_CAN_CONTROL=0 to disable all passive nodes until a database failover
occurs.
D. Install S-TAP agents on all active and passive nodes: Set
WAIT_FOR_DB_EXEC>0 on all nodes to start S-TAP processes without waiting
for a correct DB home.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 54
A Guardium administrator installed the BUNDLE-STAP module and is monitoring
the state of the install. Which state requires a database server reboot to complete the

installation process?

A. Ip
B. IP-PR
C. FAILED
D. PENDING-UPDATE

Answer: B

QUESTION: 55
A Guardium administrator needs to use CLI commands to maintain the internal
database, clean static orphans, produce static system reports and to monitor live
network traffic filtered by IP addresses and port numbers. Which combination of
commands should the administrator use for these tasks?

A. diagandiptraf
B. diag and trace_route
C. jptrafandsupport must_gather
D. support must_gatherandshow network verify

Answer: C
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